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Bridgewater stripped of MA SCA C tltle
Ineligibility of player costs Lad y Bears hoop crown
By
Anthony G. Fagen

this season, following the Bears'
game against Salem State College, that Vikings' head coach
Timothy Shea asked MASCAC
Commissioner Paul Bogan of
Westfield State College, and
Bridgewater Athletic Director
George "Bo" Ruggiero about the
matter.
In a statement to Boston
Globe sportswriters Bob Mona'."
han and Neil Singelais, Shea
"'voiced his concern" over Leeman's eligibility to play, adding
"when .it became apparent that
she was in violation, our athle~ic
director, John. Galaris, notified
·the league .co.mmissi oner
(Bogan)."
ECAC Associate Commissioner Clayton Chapman stated,
;"We received a copy of a story
'from a North Shore newspaper
that questioned her eligibility at
that time. We then received a

A major penalty was levied
against the women's. basketball
program of Bridgewater State
'College over the past weekend as
the Massachuset ts State College
Athletic Conference and the
Eastern College Athletic Conference found the Lady Bears guilty
of playing this season with an
1
ineligible player.
Senior starting forward and
tri~captain Frances Leeman was
found to be in violation of
NCAA "transfer eligibility
rules", which state that a player
can play no more than four years
a se1:nctioned "varsity" basketball program. The ECAC,
according to Commission er
Scotty Whitelaw, found that
Leeman had played two years of
varsity basketball at Northern
Essex Community College. request from .1'11~: Bo an from
--·'""·"'"""'North.em .Essei 'is '16cated irt the MASCAC '"fo utv
Haverhill,.Leeman's hometown. further.n
Whitelaw, in a statement to the
The ECAC sanction ruling
Brockton Enterprise stated that 'came after Northern Essex's
the investigation by the ECAC Athletic Director Jack Hess had
centered around a letter sent to confirmed· that Leeman .was a
Bridgewater, dated March 16, player for two years at NECC in
1986, from the NECC athletic a varsity program.
department saying they had "a
Ruggiero had contacted the
schedule, a paid coach, and paid ECAC on Februa"ry 20 because
officials at games." Whitelaw Bridgewater, too, had had its
added, "Apparently , people at· concerns about the eligibility of
Bridgewater State thought that Leeman. According-:·to Whithe letter was not that important. telaw, the ECAC and Bridge. Had we been aware of that letter water held .conference calls on
right away, we would never had Friday and Saturday, and on.
ruled the girl eligible, that's the Saturday Bridgewater State
most disturbing part."
declared Leeman ineligible.
Originally, in August, the
The Office of Public Affairs at
ECAC Eligibility Committee Bridgewater released a statefound Leeman to b.e eligible for ment Tuesday saying, "Initially,
the t 986-87 season. Original when Bridgewater State College
information sent to the commit- sought a ruling from the ECAC
tee by .Bridgewater indicated in August, 1986, regarding her
that Northern Essex's program eligibility, the Eligibility Comwas a '~club" sport, and not that mittee of the ECAC declared her
_ of a varsity program. Bridge- eligible, based upon what has
water first contacted the ECAC now proven to be insufficient
on the matter in May.
_.. : . information.
It wasn't ~ntil January 31st of
"Verification of the varsity

in

'Ii

Christene Choukas, -Lori Boylan, ..JoAnn Runge, .. and Fran Leeman

'StatUS Of thf;" CQffiffiUllit

CQ\le e

on February 28, 1987.This riew
information, which conflicted
with information originally
received by Bridgewater State
·College a year ago when it
isought to confirm the status of
the community college team,
caused Bridgewater State Col.lege to declare the player ineligi' ble in accordance with the
ECA C guidelines."
Nancy Lettermore, a spokes'person for the National Collegiate Athletic Association
Championsh ip Committee, in a
telephone interview on Monday,
had this to say on the matter-·
"When a team being considered
for selection has a player who is
not eligible for the NCAA
Championsh ip, the NCAA Bas. ketball Committee must deter~
mine whether that team should
be disqualified from consideration. If the eligible player made
significant contribution s to the
team's success duringthe season,
the team will not be selected
... based on the conclusion that

(photo by

compile the outstanding recor .
The Committee felt that if was
significant that Bridgewater
State's ineligible player... was a
starter of nineteen of their
twenty-four games and that the
ineligible player was a senior."
·
Bogan ·voiced the opinion of
the MASCACby sayingtheco nference "feels very unfortunate
as to what happened to Bridgewater State. The MASCAC
prides itself on its integrity and
will continue to do so!"··
As for the Bears' standings in
the 1986-1987 season, the ECAC
.and the MASCAC ruled that
Leeman was indeed ineligible
and that Bridgewater . will be
.stripped of both its conference
title and its berth in the NCAA
Division III playoffs. Furthermore, their record ofJ 1-1 in the
,c.onfere nee and 22-3 over~ll will
be changed to 2-10 in the confer~
ence and 3-22 ·overall. Leeman
did not play in Bridgewater's last
two MASCAC games vs. Fitchbur~ and North·Adam s .

Oubr~

W<lllSl

,'view last night, stated that
·"We've challenged this before
'the· NCAA Eligibility. Commit,tee and we11 get their decision by
Friday; and we will abide by
their decision." As for the tournament, it starts Friday at the
University of Southern Maine.
More important than the tournament, says Indelicato, is ''.the
integrity of the school.••
As for the missing letter, Indelicato stated that it was indeed
missing but that a foll.ow-up
questioniare was sent to NECC.
The questionaire dealt with
whether or not the team was recognized by any governing body.
"It went into farmqre depth than
the letter, "stated the president.
.As the NCAA Tournament
gets underway Friday without it,
Bridgewater State College will
still be trying to salvage its reputation as one of Massachusetts'
tougher institutions on the subject of eligibility requ.irements.

.·::ffOW It all unfolded - a chronology of events
May, 1'86
·.Bridgewater
State confacts the ECAC
a:bout the eligibility of Fran
Leeman.
August, 1986 - The ECAC
Eligibility Committee rules
that Fran Leeman is eligible
to play after review of mate. rials sent on case.
January 16th-31st, 1987 Salem State College head
coach Timothy Shea and
1

· ....

Athletic Director John
Galaris contact MASCAC
Commissioner Paul Bogan
(Westfieid State College)
after Shea stated he was
"voicing his concerns" over
a Bridgewater player.
February 18th - Bridgewater defeats Salem State
for MASCAC women's
championshi p at Bridgewater.

February 20th - Bridgewater Athletic Director
George "Bo" Ruggiero cQntacts the ECAC expressing
the school's concerns over
the eligibility · of Leema~.
Subsequentl y, she does not
play final two games of regular season.
February 28th - Bridgewater State, after conference
calls with· ECAC, declares

after seif.:.review Fran Leeman ineligible. ECAC rules
Bridgewater ineligible for
violating NCAA ''transfer
eligibility rules". Records
change t.o 2·10 (MASCAC)
and 3-22 (overall).
March 2nd -.. NCAA
awards Salem State an atlarge bid for the Northeast
Regional tournamen t.
Bridgewater is removed ··by

NCAA Basketball Cham~
pionship Committee from
32 team D.ivision III
bracket.
March 4th - Bridgewater
State President Gerard T.
Indelicato announces that
· school will challenge decision. NCAA to decide on
appeal on Friday. NCAA
Northeast Regional to begin
at Southern Maine March
6th.
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Viewpoint
Editorlal

Sta s quo on withdrawal
It is now the seventh week of classes. Midterms have
just begun. For many students, this will be their first
indication of how well they are doing. Warning slips will
be waiting for us when we return from spring break,
during the ninth week of classes. Will you be getting any?
Thinking of withdrawing?
President Indelicato last week recommended to the All
College Committee that the period during which a student can withdraw from a full-semester course be reduced
from ten weeks to five. The president has stated that the
recommenda tion was made in order to present the idea to
the college community, to get it out in the open to be
discussed.·
Let us hope that discussion is as far as it goes. Cutting
the withdrawal period in half can only hurt the students
of this college. By the fifth week of classes, many students
have yet to take exams, write papers or do any other work
by which to gauge their progress. Students have no way
to tell if they should withdraw from any classes.
Many professors base the students' grades solely on a
midterm and a final. This is an acceptable practice. But
only if the withdrawal period ends after the first half of
the students' grades are known. Students need the chance
to admit
their courseload is too heavy or a particular
course is too advanced for them.
Keep the withdrawal period at ten weeks.

Not what we
used to be
To the Editor:
Please

ublish the followin

gain the clout necessary to
acquire a coveted dormitory
bed.

at Bridgewater State College. It my eyes, I would ask myself if
is my hope that some brave stu- BSC, the last bastion of egalitardent, maybe you, will snap out of ian living, had fallen to· the
his advanced state of somno- 1980's brand of style over sub-.
lence and work to give BSC back stance. Then, realizing .that this
its unique egalitariand_ignity. As was not a polite question to ask
you read it, think about the col- in the New BSC, I would go back
lege's eternally relevant motto: to sleep just like you and dream
"Not To Be Ministered Unto But of the days not so long ago when
To Mi11ister." A Call to students made waves when they
Consciences.
detected weaknesses in the .. college's institutional integrity. We
Dear Students:
were not perfect in those bygone
day~. But at least we did not preIf I had slept for ten years, tend we were at a prep school,
starting three years· a-go when I putting on airs · and avoiding
attended Bridgewater State Col- important issues because we
lege, I would not believe my eyes might have suffered criticism
if I awoke to see the following: from our peers and maybe even
the basketball team without any risked appearing impolite to the
academic probations while stu- administration.
dent government is succumbing
The faculty and staff at BSC
to it like the plague; Coach Maz- have traditionally avoided camzafero getting railroaded possi- . pus issues and allowed a few of
bly heca use of his age; their own to be sacrificed for viofraternities and sororities pack- lating the status quo. Their retiing in record numbers of indis- cence is excusable. After all, they
tinguishable "clone-oids"; are employees in a very political
Father Joe .McNamara myste- corporatio~. But you, the sturiously disappearing· from the dents, apparently need to· be
Catholic Center--espec ially reminded that you do not work
when he did not believe his days for the company. You are its cuswere numbered as late as May; tomers. As customers, you have
students being forced to wear an obligation to voiceyouropinsuits and dresses ·to please the ion,when no one within the compresident at dinner; a man rais- pany dares; otherwi,se, the
ing his family in Pope Hall; executives will assume you
preppy red-and-white Boyden approve of their service.
Hall ties hanging like yesterday's
If the list of recent events at
catch from the necks of right- the beginning of my letter does
thinking administrators; the not inspire you to promote open
president's wife decorating cam- discussion at your school, then
pus buildings--including .pink at least read it over again and
doors for the Freshman Center; chuckle at the absurd and feel
and an orientation leader advis- pity for the offended.
ing new students to call their
Sincerely yours,
senators and r~presentatives to
Larry Richardson

c

m
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By
David Grinnell
Do you ever wonder why TV
weather reporters stand outside
in lousy weather? Are they trying
to show us just how bad it is
outside? Are they on contract
from Contac and are trying to
catch a cold for profit? Or are
they just plain stupid? We are
not fooled into thinking they are
in the area of the worst part of
the storm when they stand
behind the station building for
some live action footage offalling snow. Just once I'd like to
see the microphone cable drop
into a puddle and watch any one
of the reporters become a human
light bulb; this ~ould get great
ratings. When these antics don't
work it's time for something else.
Killer waves on the beach and
waterfront are mildly exciting
viewing, unless of course you are
a resident of the coast. Then it's
akin to rubbing salt iin the
wounds. There really isn't much
fun in watching your house go
out to sea both before your eyes

r 1n

t

and on the neighbor's TV on
slow-mo instant replay. One can
find solace in the fact that they
haven't borrowed John Madden's electronic chaB;board for
the tumble.
The recent string of bad
weather has given the three Boston stations plenty of chances to
show just how ridiculous reporting the weather can be. The
Shelby Scott Day was a great jab
at the tradition of freezing the
low-level reporters and camera
people in the name of journalism. With the exception of Bob
Lobel, it was apparent that no
one at WBZ got the joke. The
other two stations most likely
felt left out; they're not much
better.
Remember hurricane Gloria?
If you 're a weatherman or housebuilder (since it means work for
both groups) there were some
terrific shots of the winds removing assorted Mid-Atlantic
towns. And when the toned
down version of the storm (most
towns stayed reasonably intact)
reached New England remember

1111

what the advice was? Stay inside.
What a solution! It's a good
thing they said that because most
people would not have known to
come in from the winds and rain.
But these gurus of basic common
sense were standing on various
beaches, breaks, and bridges.
Did I miss something here or is
this from the page of do as I say,
not as I do?
Fortunately, during the
summer there is not too much
exciting weather (with the exception of the hurricane) so that we
may get a rest from the antics of
Dick, Bruce, and Harvey. There
is only so much side.;splitting
laughter we can take from these
guys, and they pretty much
covered that this winter. It is
obvious that recently they have
really been staying up late at
night to deliver the most entertaining, not necessarily informative or intelligent, weather
updates and reports. I can't wait
for the consolidation of the footage· into the first Weather
Spotlight.

Join the peace movement
Recently,
and one other
Bridgewater student attended a
conference entitled, "The Peace
Movement-it's Challenge and
Direction.'' ;The conference was
put on by the.Institutefor Peaceand International Security at
Harvard University. The conference brought together over one
hundred peace groups from
around the· United States and
Europe to share insights, strategies · and resources throl;lgh
workshops and guest speakers.
Some ·of .the topics addressed
during the weekend were: the
peace movement in the Easteren
Bloc countries; women as an
integral force for peace; the third
world perspective on allignment
with .the superpowers; the economics of militarization; the
emergence of peace studies ih
education plus many more interesting topics.
The reason I want to share this'
with you and others is that often
it seems as if we as individuals
lack any real power for change
when faced with ·the complex,
ever increasing tensions of our
world. Yet, most would agree
that Martin Luther King, Rosa
Parks, Gandhi and other individuals have made significant
changes in our world but somehow we consider these people to
be from some extraordinary
fabric. So we keep ourselves to
the S'ecurity of family, local community and nation and hope for
individuals like those mentioned
to come along. The times we live
in call for us to expand our identity from family, race. nation to
one of a global identity. This
idea Of global identity can only

redirect the course humanity is
taking--isn't that what all the
great peace makers of the world
have said?
It's lime ·to ,get beyond old
cliche images of those who work
for peace· as being ineffective
idealists . Peace; now more than
ever, has to be reality as it is our·
only option if we are to survive
as a species. The peace movement is becoming a strong force
for change as'.. more individuals
realize that alone they may not
be heard .but In millions they
cannot be ignored.
As students and teachers we
lead a busy balancing act

scho~,~~~,.Il1~ily, W°,.f!.~
yet workmg together
there is a lot we could accomplish. As an educational community we have access to many
resources: varied professions
with their contacts, large
numbers of people at school and
surrounding communities and
access for funding for events.
There is a growing number of
peace activists at Bridgewater--if
you are interested in participating or just learning about
upcoming events please feel free
to contact: The Women's Cen. ter, 3rd floor Student Union.
Thank you,
Kim Axsmith
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The pre judi ce
with in ourselves
By
Audrey Pinato
If you were asked if Bridgewater State College students
were prejudiced toward any particular racial group, what would
be your answer? If you are at all
like me, you'd probably answer
something like this, "Some peo.:
ple might be, but I think that
most are fairly open-minded ".
As a member of the Multicultural Committee here at Bridgewater State College, my eyes
have since been opened to see
that there are many deep-seated
attitudes towards the blacks,
Hispanics, Middle Easterners
and other ethnic groups that we
are not even aware of. Perhaps
some students don't .sense any
prejudice toward their particular
group; it's possible that they
don't sense it, but prejudice is
quite prevalent on this campus.
First .of all, let's identify the
word prejudice. When I first
thought of this word, I thought
of a person who was not willing
to talk to any person from any
particular ethnic group. I
thought of my mother who is
afraid of black people because
she fears that they will attack
her. I thought of my father who
thinks that no . Hispanic is
worthy of doing anything valua..
ble, nor are they capable of
doip.g so. I never thought that I
could be prejudiced myself, that
.

.

about it?" These stereotypes are
the very base of prejudice and
the attitudes which accompany
them cause riots and sometimes
death. This problem is severe; we
need to realize it.
When I was growing up, there
were several incidents which
blatantly showed anti-black,
anti-white sentiments. I grew up
during the early 1970's when
there were racial riots in Brockton High School and throughout
the city of Boston. Several people were killed, stabbed and
either physically or emotionally
damaged in other ways. The
Boston riots stemmed from
inner aggression toward the
opposite race. In order to get rid
of prejudice once and for all, we
· need to eliminate the inner
hatred and biases toward
"minority" groups.
I think that often we have the
mindset that racism and prejudice were problems, which just
existed in the seventies and that
since we live. the the "liberated"
eighties, we no longer have prob":'
lems like these anymore. LeCs be
realistic: problems like racism
and prejudice have been prevalent for centuries and it will take
longer than a decade to see these
ideas and feelings dissipate.
W.e have an awesome advantage being in an educational system in which we can make an
impact for the amelioration of
such

roblems. I'd like to sa

A matter
of policy
To our readers:
I have heard from many
of you recently concerning
what has and has not been
published in the Comment
this semester. It appears that
not many of you read that
short paragraph that
appears under the listing of
our editorial staff on the
Viewpoint page. If you did,
then you would know:
. 1. all material submitted
becomes the property of the
Comment;
2. all written materials are
subject to condensatio n;
3. editorial policy is determined by the Editor in Chief
in consultation with the Editorial Board.
What this means is that
we decide what goes in an
issue and what doesn't. For
those of you who don't work
on the publication of the
paper, you don't understand
the constraints and restrictions we are limited by. I've
tried to explain some of
them to several of you who
have stopped ·by to complain. But there's no way
that I can get the point
across; you have to spend
the time doing it. Like the
saying goes, you really had
to be there.
I want to clear up one misconception that the population of this campus has
labored

under

for

obligation to print whatever
passes through our front
door. We try to print most of
what we receive, providing it
is timely, has an effect on the
BSC community, and is not
of questionable content. We
do not decide to publish or
not publish material on the
basis of who submitted it or
·the fact that we disagree
with a particular point of
view contained therein.

this problem entirely in this
decade, but .I have little faith in
'that area. However, we can
begin today; First, we need to be
honest with ourselves and ask:
What do I really think about
Hispanics on and off campus?
What about the black people I
see in the cafeteria or in my
classes? What about the Jewish?
The Irish? The Italians? Women?
Men? The Moslems? The list
goes on f:lnd on. We need to realize that: 1) prejudice is learned;
and 2) prejudice needs to be
unlearned if we are to make any
progress in this ordeal.
Please do not be ignorant
about this growing problem· on.
campuses throughout Massachusetts as well as the United
States. People everywhere are
being oppressed because of their
skin color, personal beliefs,
gender, etc.· Let's do something
about it so that every person
from every creed, race, gender
and color may honestly say, "All
men (women) are created equal".

Psych column
1s a succe-ss
II

To the Editor:
I would like to commend you
for your .new addition to the
Comment Living· Section: Psychologically Yours by Dr.
Richard T. Colgan. The new
column coI)solidated a lot of
loose, yet vital, information
about the psychology depart-

ment at BSC that otherwise may
never have reached me (and I'm
sure others in tny department)
had it not appeared in the Comment. Again, congratulatio ns on
a terrific column and I look forward to reading it again next
week.
Thank you,
Pamela Sweeney

Sometimes we all get a little
lost within ourselves. People
don't like change, especially
when it disrupts their own lives.
Change, though,is an essential
·part of growth and the develop-.
ment of ideas. Rejecting the
ideas of others without reserva; ti on or contemplati on only
impedes upon getting closer to
the truth. Rejection, as we all
know, brings only confusion.
Thus the truth is distorted.
This presidential election issue
hasn't hurt each of the candidates as much as it has hurt the
students, faculty and administration. When an election has to
be counted once, then a second
time with a different outcome,
then finally questioned as totally
invalid, it creates disunity
amongst the student body and
the student government.
The efficiency with which this
election process was conducted
has detoured us, the student
body, from the truth. The Student Government has been
under scrutiny by students and
clubs on this campus before. But
the alienation brought on by this
election, and other controversial
issues in the past, says one thing.
Voices and ideas are being
blocked out in a bureaucratic
manner. The voice of vote was

We do, however, have
some rules for submissions
,which we will strictly adhere
to. These include requiring
names, adresses and phone
numbers on ALL submitted
material. The last is solely
for purposes of verification
and will not be made public.
Also, letters must be
adressed to the editor, not
an individual or group. In
other words, if you have a
gripe with a particular person, write to them about it,
not us. The Viewpoint page
is a forum for expressing
concerns and opinions on
campus-relat ed issues, not
for fighting amongst one
another.
Remember, it is our
responsibility to edit all submissions for content, length
and validity. It's our job. It's
what we do.
Sincerely.

heard two wee~s. a~o and s.t.\.\\ \t \.s.

n

some

~1'"R~~&m•nn~lffmMl'i~1~,_,~"~nti1"'11nier any

how much I hav.e been
TAUGHT to stereotype people
of different racial, religious and
colored backgrounds . I have
been taught through several
sources that blacks are violent
people who hate whites; Hispanics are not intelligent and refuse
to learn English; the MiddleEasterners are rich tycoons;
Women are lousy drivers and
spaceshots. I could go on and on
. about various stereotypin g
which I have been exposed to. I
am not saying that any of these
ideas are right, what I am saying
is that these are what I've b~en
taught to believe. I'm ashamed
to say that I have believed these
stereotypes for several years, but
now that I'm aware of them, I
want them to be gone so I may
honestly say that I am not prej\1diced. What concerns me most is
that there are probably several
faculty members and students
who have been taught th.e same
stereotyping as I have been. My
question is, "What will they do

The Commen•

Editor in Ch1ieF

Da;ailes

tG~~·

ize the influential power you

I am writing in regard to your
misjudgemen t" in allowing the
publication of John Beaton's
biased article, "Primary Over-Who Will Clinch Top_Seats" of
February 12, 1.987.
As an editor, you should real-

have. Power requires self controt. You are weak if you do not
utilize this power wisely.
In the future, I would hope to
see unbiased articles, or both
sides of the story published.
Sincerely,
James Ir. Lampasona

".I'd like to think that
KAFFIR BOY might
acquire the same status
that Richard Wright's
Native Son or Claude
Brown's Manchlld In the
Promised Land had for ~-~;..i
eartier generations of -="1'1'8......,.s:.
American readers.
It is in every way as
important and as ~~""

exciting a book:'
-Washlngt.on Post mill!tW..U.
Book World

•'Transcends.any
studies or media
reports concerning the
government of South
Africa ..• Compelling
and authentic:'
-Miiwaukee Sentinel

@PLUME

.

Sincerely,

Dear Editor:

-Chicago Tribune

.

c
and stalling.

Ele ctio n sto ry
sho ws weakness

''What television newscasts did to
expose the horrors of the Vietnam War•.•
KAFFIR BOY may well do for the horrors .
of apartheid.''

.

l~ft''I

~~
1

, If you are searching for fulfillment,
I we invite you to join us. We are the
Columban Fathers, Catholic missionary priests, serving the poor
and the little ones in twelve Third
World countries.

To learn more about the rewarding work we do, and your possible

· role in it, please write to: Father
Michael Molloy, COUJMBAN
FATHERS. 3 lOAdams S
1cy,
. MA 02169. Naturally, theres no
obligation.
~----------

STATE
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Entertainmen t
ESP and hypnotism
Do you believe?
By
E. Kelly

,,_,..

rm a bit of a skeptic when it
comes to ESP, so when Eugene
Neal came on stage I was prepared to enjoy the evening and
be entertained by his "tricks",
and nothing more. But this charismatic performer was also convincing enough to make me
think there might just be more to
this than 1 thought.

-

Neal claimed that 90% of the
audience would have either an
ESP or a 'hypnotic experience
Astonishing Neal displays his talents as a hypnotist as he put students to sleep
night. I don't know what the
that
last Wednesday,-February 25. Sponsored by CC.PC.
actual percentage was, but a lot
of people responded to his first
1
exercise. He told us to look at
our left hands and imagine a circle drawn there while he projected a number. Then he
announced,"The number is 35.
l,1y
The latter was released in their first two works, Metal Ren- Clap if that's the number you
Bob Lang
dezvous and Hardware, are clas- thought of. " The majority
April of 1986. When it bombed,
someone had the bright idea of sic examples of this theory. seemed to have gotten the same
Krokus just might be in trou- putting a live album out. Wow, Curiously, the only song used number, and he decided to try
ble. They had a wildly successful that's a new one: Especially from the early years is "Bedside again. This time for no apparant
year in 1983; they \yere at the when it is put out a mere six Radio". What about "Burning reason, the number 86 floated
surprise,
height of their popularity in months after the biggest clunker Bones of War", "Heat Stokes into my mind. To
he was
number
the
was
that
Man"'?
Fires" and ••winning
Aiperica, riding on the multi-hit of the poor band's career.
.seemed
It
well.
as
of
thinking
your
what
are
these
guys,
The problem with Alive and C'mon
laden Headhunter album while
that almost everyone got it this
getting kicked off the Def Lep- Screamin'is twofold. First ofall, true fans really want to hear.
time.
pard tour for upstaging the the Krokus Jive assault has

...,,

.,,..,,,

Krokus: A/Ive and Screamin

can they make It to the top again?

iny

to(~~;~:;g~~~:;~~-~~~~~f'.'!~,e~-!~~~~';1~!~~.,~~~)i,!~~~~~re~::b:~

supposed
a six foot• axe -wielding roadie
in this business). Then ca~etwo
years of, personnel changes and
vinyl me~iocrity in the form of
. The Blitz and Change of
Address.· ~Vhile ·The Blitz still
rock:d ~?n cuts. like "Midnite
Maniac. ,<on~ o~ Alive. and
Scream~n s highlights), _th_ere
were hmts of commercialism
that surfaced on the disast.rous
Change of Address.

"Stayed Away All Night" was
culled from the Westwood One
Network). It's still relatively easy
to obtain a tape for any of the six
years worth of Krokus road
shows. For. this reason, this is a
situation where a double set was
needed~ How can nine songs
represent a six album career?
Krokus, like many other performers, were at their best when
they were young and hungry.

cook,. because more often than
not it does. There just seems to
be a distinct feeling in my metal
heart that 'this is the last des per"':'
ate measure to save a sinking
ship, instead of a well planned
tribute to five red-hot performers capable of sizzling live
concerts. Stick to the bootleg
tapes for now and hope for a
comeback.

had been sent to purchase the
props for ~he show, a box of 20penny nails. He gave three of
these nails to members of the
audience and had another spectator hold another two. Then he
told us to · imagine these nails
becoming soft and bending.
Within a few minutes, the nails
!aad started to bend. He put them

on an overhead projector and we
could see that they were still
bending. Several people in the
audience discovered .that their
keys had also bent at crazy .
angles, one of them almost· into
an "S".
He next demonstrated what
he calls "para-optic vision'', the
ability to see things with his
mind, while blindfolded. Using
this, he has performed such feats
as driving a car at 100 mph for
TV shows including "Real People" and "That's Incredible".
Once blindfolded, he read the
serial number of a dollar bill held
by an assistant selected from the
audience, reciting the numbers
in exact order. Then he sent
someone to collect four unusual
objects from the audience, and
proceeded to identify them. No
mean feat when the objects collected included a wrestler's belt
and a hair dryer.
The second half of the show
was a demonstration of hypnosis. His eight subjects found
themselves portraying other
characters, including the Incredible Hulk and Madonna. All was
done in the spirit offun, and the
subjects seemed to enjoy themselves as much as the audience.
. . . . . . ···jlf
Th
~,,..,,~.,.BlMQi,lifllMMJrlblm1111111111
ment of the show was the power
of the imagination, and the idea
that if you believe in yourself,
you can achieve. This is also the
message of the self-help videos
that Neal has produced, including Lose Weight the Neal Way
and Stop Smoking the Neal
Way.
Neal also left the number for
his business, 215-ESP-NEAL.

Looking for something to- do
By
Jim Ruprecht

"Wrecking Crew" at the RAT,
beginning at 8:30 p.m. Also free
with proper ID.
"Fascinating!, Captain,'' was
March 7 - Saturday. Tonight's·
Mr. Spock's response to encoun- the night to shake it up on the.
ters with new experiences of the frontline of dance. Shake those
universe. Check out these shell-shocked brain cells into
upcoming campus events~ be serene submission at the '"Battle
adventurous. Bring yourself and of the. DJ's" in the Campus Cenadd to the fascination, go where ter Ballroom beginning at 8:30
you 're never gone before, and be p.m. Tickets for this one are
surprised. Suggestion: Cut this $2.00 ..
section out and hang it on the
March 9 - Sunday. It's game
wall next fo your favorite heart night in-the· RAT beginning at
throb as your March chart to the 7:00 p.m. "Wheel of Fortune" is
campus cosmos.
the game for the winning at
March 5 - TGIX (Thank God which prizes will be awarded ..
it's Thursday - this one threw me Take a chance, it's free-.
too. A little Academia
March IO-Mm1day. Here's an
Administrative-speak. Thank opportunity to relax and enjoy
God for anyday). This duo of listening to an informed speaker
John and Marshall will perform without worrying about being
their brand of music for you in. graded. Dr. Lee Dunne of th~.
the RAT from 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. BSC Speech Communicatio~.
It's free with the presentation of Theatre Arts and CommunicaproperJD. You do have an ID, tion Disorders Department· will
.
don't you?
discuss ·the thinking of three
March 6 - Friday. Tear the major American women writers
house down with the band (Tillie Olson; Denise Levertbu~

and Adreinne Rich) based on
their books and poems and
focus on the emergence of the
voices of women poets in the talk
entitled,. "American Women·
Poets: Silent No Longer". And
well worth hearing at 7:00 p.m ..
in the BSC dining room. Free.
March 12 - ·Wednesday. It's
"Stone soup day" ("Patrick"!)
with "Irish Night" in the RAT.
"Shananigans" will provide the
music beginning at 8:30 p.m. All
you need bring is your mischievous self and $2.00.
March 31 - Tuesday. Here's
another free opportunity to cultivate your awareness and appreciation of beauty. At 7:00 p.m. in
the BSC Art Gallery, Ms. Carol
Daiker of Carol Daiker's Flowers in Bridgewater. will demonstrate the art of flower
arranging. by using the influence
of paintings such as Monet's
"Waterlillies". Ms. Daiker will
create six floral. arrangements.
Get some· ideas on arranging
those· spring wildflowers.

will

.,.,, pltOfo ,,, .....,,..., '

Eugene Neal lures students on stage at his demonstration of hypnotism Wednesday night in the
Campus Center Auditorium.

Childre n's Theatre presen ts
Dick Whitting ton and His Amazin g Cat
By
Pam .Kalski
Do you have a niece, nephew,
daughter, son, etc... that constantly complains of having
nothing to do. Well, if that's the
case, take· them to see Dick
Whittington and His Amazing
Cat ]?_y P.~~ _Hume, held March 12
.thru _17 ~prior to the 1987 season
of BSC's Children's Theatre,
160,000 children have attended
the productions.
The story evolves around
Dick Whittington, (portrayed by
Jim Curtin), and his cat, (portrayed by Wendy Nanis). Dick
and his. cat team up to seek their
fortunes in London, where a
prosperous merchant (portrayed
by Mark Pimenta) takes Dick in
as kitchen help. Dick's cat even-

tually is sent on a voyage and
rids the land of Morania of the
mice that are overrunning it. The
Caliph of Morania (portrayed
by Thomas Jahnke) sends Dick
trunk loads of gold and jewels in
payment for his wondrous cat
and they all live happily ever
after.
Other students participating
in the cast includes: Donna Jean
Foster, Linda Medeiros, Deidre
Silva, Joanne Anderson, Jeffrey
Donovan, Joey Doyle, Hugh
Dwyer, David Micheals, Ed
Miller, and Michae I Booth.
The Children's Theatre show
is once again being directed by
Dr. Richard Wayne. Dr. Wayne
is responsible for instituting the
Children's Theatre at BSC in
1968. Assisting him in the pro-

duction is Ms. Sally Ward, as
Stage Manager. No production
could be complete without the
ingenious set designs of Profes- ·.
·sor Arthur Dirks.
So, if you are looking for
something to do, and there is
nothing on T. V ., why not experience live theatre (no matter
what age you are). For more
information on performance
. times and reservations call (617)
697 - l32I or go to the Box Office
located outside the Campus
Center Auditorium. How· can
you pass up quality entertainment at only $1. 75 for admission
and $.90 for groups of twenty or
more. There is also a special dis' count on Friday and Mondays
shows. Don't miss history in the
making!

ing is sparkling (more fidelity),
the guitar work is scintillating
and the percussion stands out
throughout the entire album.
More importantly, this band
does not fall apart within the studio mixing environment. Tightness and good production shine
throughtouL '

Here is an album that could be
a proud part of your collection.
An album filled with dancy,
melodic, jazzy pop music. The
name of the album is What Price
Paradise by the band China Crisis. As soon as your turntable
kicks in, you will absorb the
incredible fidelity on this new
collection. The band was formed
about three years ago, with the

Side I begins with "It's Everything", a partial dance ditty
which frolics along with an

attribute to China Crisis is that
they make plain pop music interesting with varied instrumentation, including saxophones,
flutes, trumpets, brass sections
and syncho-perfect percussion.
Also, the music mixes together
instead of sounding like an overdone mess, which happens a lot
when a band tries to do too
much.
This album follows up their
luke warm debut Ip with much

i tention of creatin

unfor etable bass line and a

more

--

·

st le

and

individuality.

Hopefully, we'll be hearing a lot
of China Crisis on the. radio in
the spring months ahead. It
would be a real Crisis if the band
was lost in the new artist's shuffle. Be first on your block and
buy a copy of this fine collection..

Calen der of events
Salj.?m State Theatre
The battle of the sexes
bec01pe a battle over sex in
Salem State Theatre's production of the Classic Greek
Comedy, Lysistrata. This
contemporary stage adaptation, -directed by David
Allen George, presents a
world where women "just
say NO" to sex to get the
men to "say NO" to war.
This bawdy disa·rming
comedy performs March 5 7 at the Mainstage Theatre
of Salem State College ..
Tickets are $5.00 for general
admission, $3.00 for senior
citizens and children. Curtain is at 8 p.m. For reserva'."
tions call (617) 744-3700.
.Nursing Home· Photos by
Jim Goldberg
An exhibition of photographs by Jim Goldberg
entitled "Nursing Home"
will be on view at the Clarence Kennedy Gallery from

for what's happenin g on the
Boston club scene
Welcome to another week in
clubland. The DOA show at
TT's on Monday has been cancelled, but you can still catch
them at The Living Room on
Tuesday. Oh, yeah, I forgot to
tell ya last week, Suburbia is
only available on video cassette.
March 5
Lesie West at The Paradise
Joplin Hart at Grover's
TBA. Marlina's, Big House at
Club III
Waterworld, Whirling ·Dir-

vishes, A Boy and His Dog at. TT

-----Riil
·-~
stations,
arid' alert consumers.

mission
op C assict •. exuding cafohy
Lead vocalist Gary Daly sounds phrases and hooks which stay
like a reencarnated version of plastered in the mfod well after
Donald Fagen (Steely D~n). hearing the last note. Songs like
Daly adds urgency and depth to . "Wo~ld's Apart" and "Best Kept
the music without being too Secrets" contain the "grab you"
dominent. As for the musical hook which once again is prevalaspects, the keyboard sequenc- ent start to finish. Another fine

Local Events

Spee d of soun d
By
Max Speed

What Price Parad ise?
By
David J. Spuria

Jim Curtin as Dick Whittington and Linda Medeiros as Ann Fitzwarren in Pat Hume's play to be
held March 12 thru 17.

March 10 through April 4.
Open Reception will be hold
Wednesday, March 11 from
5:00 to 7:00. The Clarence
Kennedy Gallery is located
770 Main Stre~t, Cambridge. The gallery hours are
Tuesday thru Saturday from
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Tl'le Institute of Contemporal_'y Art presents a threenight appearance by performer Karen Finley. Karen
F'inley returns to the ICA
with her latest performance
piece, "The Constant State
of Desire'',_ on March S to 7,
at 8 p.m.

The Constant
Desire

State of

Air Band Contest
Thursday, March 5, the
Class of 1987 will sponsor an
Air Band Contest in the
Campus Center Ballroom.
For more information stop
by the information booth in
.the Campus Center.
Campus Center Art Gallery
Dwitri Wright's "'Minds:..
capes" exhibits runs thru
March 4. Art Gallery hours
are Monday thru Friday
from IO a.m. to 3 p.m. and
Monday thru Thursday 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. The exhibit is
sponsored by the CCPC.

March 1
Semper Fi at Grover's
Al Halliday and the Hurrin~
canes, Johnny Walker Band,
Lig_htning Rose at Club III
Laurie Sargent and Friends;
Garr Lange and the Big Rig at
Jack's
Kirk Swan Band with Nova
Mob, Pixies, Hue and Cry at the
Rat

._,_.___
ac

S. W1

Arthur Nasson and Mumbo
Jumbo with Good Question,
Vasco DaGamma, Urban Eggs
Godbox, Deception Boy, Maddening Crowd, 18 and over at the
Rats
March Violets, Flesh for Lulu at
Spit
March 6
Rick Berlin - The Movie, The
Wicker Men at The Paradise
New Man with Body Politics at
Grover's
Rock-n-Roll Danimal Bash with
6 great bands at Club III
0 Positive, Dr. Blacks Combo,
Free Time at TT the Bear's Place
The Neighborhoods with The
Llamas, Idaho, A /aska and Cata lines at Jack's
The Outlets, The Matweeds and

Campus Events
American Women Pt;iets:
Silent No Longer
On March 10, in the
Bridgewater Formal Dining
Room at 7 p.m., Profesor
tee Dunne ·of the Speech
Communication, Theatre
Arts, and Communication
Disorders Department will
·discuss the thinking ~f three
major American women
writers (Tillie Olsert, Denise
Levertov ,and Adrienne
Rich). ·based on their books
and poems. It will focus on
the· emergence of the voices
of women poets.

Joe Havqrds 500 Teeth of Vengeance at the. Rat
Buddy Systems, Look One Look
at the Conservatory
Girl's Night Out with Laprad
and Tribe at The Channel

Barrence Whitfield and the

Sav-

._N•~•

The Nervous Eaters and Jamit

Shaler, On
Bunratty's

Vacation

a1

March 8
Sieve Earle, Dumptruck at the
Paradise
Treat Her Right at Jack's
March 9
DOA with the Lemonheads, all
ages at TT the Bear's Place
••CANCELLED••
March 10
DOA with The Lemonheads, all
ages at the Living Room
Well, that's about it. I'll be at a
few of these shows, maybe you'll
see me. Be sure to· listen to
WBIM to win tickets to many of
these shows.

Make Friends
Without Leaving

Your House.
Introducing TeleFriend. It's the easiest· way to meet new people.
And ·you do it in your home with your telephone. Share your
thoughts with others who share your interests. 24 hours a day.
And only TeleFriend lets you ·change conversations. Or speak
privately. just dial 0 and ask your TeleFriend host to help you.
Call anywhere in the 617 area code for only 2oc for the first minute and
IOC for each additional minute.

i•#..dill.
F
•
e1e .r1en"

Call today and make new friends at home.

1-550-7000
Teenagers
1-550-8000
Singles over 18

,,

Where Friends Meet
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Living
Essay Contest for Scholarship
By
Karen Melanson
Money. Almost everyone
wants it and just about everyone
needs it-especially if they're
going to college. Affording an
education today is a big problem
for many students. Fortunately,
there are outside opportunities
such as scholarship money,
where students can receive extra
aid to help them pay this costly
bill.
Vector Marketing Corporation, a 10 million dollar national
marketing firm which operates
more than 50 district and branch
offices across the country each
summer, is sponsoring an essay
contest exclusively for under-

graduates with scholarship
monies totaling $2,000 for winning entries.
Students, both part-time and
full-time,, are asked to write a
500-750 word essay on: The
Importance of Interpersonal
Communication Skills Specific
to your Career Goals.
Mr. Don Freda, President of
the Springfield (PA) based firm,
says this topic was chosen to
emphasize how important these
skills are in today's highly competitive business world. "Today,
a college student needs more
than just a high academic standing and hands on experience to
be truly successfu1 when pursu-

mg a career. A graduate student
with strong interpersonal communications skills will be chosen
for a job over a fellow student
who has difficulty expressing
him or herself', said Freda.
In the Essay, students should
express how their interpersonal
communication skills will
benefit them in their specific
careers, whether they be marketing, engineering, nursing,
accounting, or any other field.
Contestants are also encouraged
to include personal definitions of
effective interpersonal communication.
This· scholarship money will
be awarded in the following

fashion: $1000 for the best essay,
$500 for the first runner up, and
$250 each for the second and
third runners up. All contestants
will be given the opportunity to
interview for a position as a
summer sales representative
through the Vector Marketing
Corporation office' nearest to the
college community or home
town of the student.
Originality, practicality, and
creative thinking are what the
judges will be looking for. Correct grammar, punctuation, and
composition is also essential.
Copy must be typed, doubledspaced, on white 8 I/ 2" by 11"
paper and should not exceed 750

words. All entries should include
a return address and phone
number along with the students
class year and major. All submissions will become the property of Vector Marketing
Corporatjon.
Winners will be notified by
mail no later than March 31,
1987.
The deadline for entries is
Monday, March 16, 1987. Entries
should be sent to Vector's
national headquarters at the following address: Essay Contest
VECTOR MARKETING
CORPORATION 1260 Woodland Avenue Springfield, PA
19064

Your Stars This Week

.

Staff Photo By John R. Burns, Ill

BSC students, (l-r),.Ann Ottaviani,-Clare Cahil/,..Todd Belham,.Nancy Foley & Kathy Connor
pause for a smile at the President's Dinner last Monday evening.

The curator of Asiatic art at
the Boston Museum of Fine Arts
will give a lecture on "Aspects of
Chinese Art" at Bridgewater
State College
Thursday,
March 5.

on .

The 7 p.m. talk; to be given by
Curator Wu Tung in the library
lecture hall, is free and open to
the public. He will introduce listeners to the vast subject of Chinese art.

This talk is a prelude to the art
exhibition coming to Bridgewater State from Shanxi
Teachers University in the Peoples Republic of China during
April 6-17, and so will mention
the significance of Shanxi province in the history of Chinese
art.
As a follow-up to this March 5
presentationt a tour of Asiatic
art exhibits at the Museum of'
Fine Arts will be offered to

Bridgewater State College
faculty, students, staff, and
alumni on Wednesday, March
11. A bus ~ill leave the campus
at 4:30 p.m. and a charge of $7
covers both transportation and
the admission to the museum.
This trip is sponsored by a gift
established in 1986 by the
Bridgewater Class of 1936, in
memory of art instructors Frill
Beckwith, Pricilla Nye, and Gordon Reynolds.

Disney Springs for Price Break
LAKE BUENA VISTA,
FL -Many of the winterweary college students who
head for Florida this March
will be breaking away from
more than classes -many
will also break the beach
routine for a day or two at
Walt Disney World.
,
The Vacation Kingdom's
Disney Break ~37 is a great
way to enjoy all the one-ofa-kind attractions in the
Magic Kingdom and
EPCOT Center at special
prices. Students who present
a valid college ID card when
purchasing tickets for a day
at either the Magic Kingdom or EPCOT Center
between March 1 a,id
March 31 pay only $18 --an
$8 savings compared to the
regular one-day admission
cost.
The savings get even
bigger when a college stu- ·
dent decides to spend one
day at. both park~ and pur-

chases the special Disney
Break '87 two-day ticket for
$28 --just $2 more than the
normal cost of a one-day
admission. This offer is also
good March 1-31 when used
with a valid college student
·'ID.
The ·tickets open more
than the doors to America's
favorite vacation destination. Every day during Walt
Disney World's 15th Birthday year, guests are walking
away from a fabulous vacation with presents. Walt Disney World is giving away a
prize every 15 second~ guests.
are entering the two parks.
Prizes range from souvenir
hats and pins all the way to a
1987 Chevrolet Cavalier or
S-10 pick-up truck daily.
Every student who takes
advantage of Disney Break
'87 is eligible for the prizes.
A special 15th Birthday
Parade winds through the
Magic Kingdom daily; and

"15 Years of ·Magic," a musical show which has the famous Disney Characters
appearing out of thin air and disappearing just as
mysteriously - plays the
stage in front of Cinderella
Castle several times each
day.
Newest of the world-class
wonders at EPCOT Center
is "Captain EO," the fabulous new Michael Jackson
3-D musical space adventure produced by George
Lucas and directed by Francis Coppola. Exciting music,
action and special effects fill
every frame of this movie,
which can only be seen at
Walt Disney World or Di
neyland.
Disney Break '87 offers
college students these and
the other attractions which
please millions of guests
every year - at special oncea-year prices.

By Stella Wilder
The coming week sees the timid, the meek, and the insecure
rising to every sort of occasion, encouraged by a new-found
confidence and a realization that only by standing up and being
counted can one truly begin to live up to his potential. Indeed, all
those who are willing to take a chance and lay something on the
line will profit this week. Conversely, those who are used to
taking things for granted may find their security slipping out
from under them!
Many will find that this is a good week to ·get back to the
basics, to make that long-a waited journey home, to retrace step~
and get back on track. Those who look for external causes of
conflict will be frustrated and disappointed this week; those who
look for the causes of strife within themselves will make
PI C S (Feb. 19-March
-An offer that ultimately
increases the family coffers considerably must be seriously analyzed. (March 6-March 20)--Your mercurial nature makes it
impossible for you to commit to anything irrevocably this week.
Angle for time.
ARIES (March 21-April 4}--A show of flexibility increases
your chances of material gain. Strive to keep the advantage.
(April 5-April 19)-Private deals threaten to become public,
hurting your chances for increased popularity. Open deals are
best.
TAURUS (April 20-May 5)--Though drawn toward another's
new interest, you would do well to stick to the tried and true.
(May 6-May 20}--Make arrangements for help that will ultimately prove profitable to all concerned; Awareness heightens.
•Cont. p. 7
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iC GEMINI (May 11-June 6)-A secret meeting with busmess or
~ pro1ess1ona
l"
•
l associate
·
·
· lds gams
· ' i '"hat must be put to work 1or
c
ill
y1e
1HRT If€ Nel&K Rel',UY
~you this week. (June 7-June 20)-The excitement experienced by
/~!J//%~~JJ!;!f,.
_.,the young this week rubs off on you. Try for a sense of control;
\
1Chowever.
CANCER (June 21-July 7)--Initial impressions could mislead
tyou into taking the wrong path, thus ending the week in failure.
rr-"==:;;;;;;~":.:t- iC (July 8-July 22)-Take care not to look a gift horse in the mouth.
~An invitation early on develops in interest later.
--:::~::::::1t LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)-Don't believe your own publicity-tc' whether for good or bad. Take all the time you need to make
::::~;::=.;~~~~=~::===~§!:~~~~::!:~~~~~~~~~!:!:==~~=~~~decisions. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)--You can strengthen family relationMY, ImL YIL. AT
-tr ships simply by being in the right place at the right time. Try!
5:59 7H!& MOl?MNG, I
~· VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7)--Where there was loss, there now
WA5 A om€ f.ACKIN& IN
.,..
CONR/?5/VCe K&"&llf?/JING
-tr appears to be gain. Move quickly to secure your position at the
!l/f'f//o~
~ top. (Sept. 8-Sept. 22)--Discretion is the better part of valor.
M/11<6 11 GUY ,-ea t/K€
-tc Remember this and you11 not take chances that could damage
1H~ :J0/3€RtNG Ke'l/C.fZl1TION
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iC LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)--If a journey is in the offing, begin *
fl/I/I"</
iC now to prepare. Correspondence may take longer than you ~
~·think. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)--The favors you grant this week may bea *
JJ.·lfb,
long time in repaying. Make sure you can wait that long!
*
i
~ SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)--A tactful display of diverse tal- *
~1': ents
can gain you entry into circles you feared closed to you.~
r'!!!~~~~~~~~~:;;~~"~-~~,,~~§:~~~~~~§~~~~~~~~~ii~i
w
(Nov. 8-Nov. 21)--You would be wise to protect your own *
":~'KG
~ interests-even if you have to go considerably out of your way to :
iC do so.
*
W::~fff///:fr~ .,::_ 1::Jr1ff}f/f!~ur ~ SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 7)--Don't confuse what is J
1lKJ
ic: legal with what is just. The two are not necessrily the same. *
\
Research issues. (Dec. 8-Dec. 21)--A meeting
~
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t ago conned you into unwise decisions must be avoided. Sidestep*

-tc trouble this week.
:
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 6)--Take your own advice and
iC look before you leap. Things tend to appear better than they are
~ this week. (Jan. 7-Jan. 19)--Financial gain appears smaller than
-tc anticipated. Follow through on a hunch, and watch things

;::::======::;;;;;*=====::!==:~ ~~======:!::=~;;;::=======~~f improve
this week.
"
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 3)--An
ACTVllUY...
(JffJN C/./)!6R
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Tilli~ghast
Breakfast

F

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/ butter/ jelly

Menu

Lunch
Clam Chowder
Fried Chicken Pieces
Tuna Noodle Casserole
French· Fries
Cauliflower

Dinner
Clam Chowder
Baked Fish w/Lemon Sauce
Stuffed Manicotti
Potato au Gratin
Peas w/Onions
Corn

I

s
s

M

T

w

.x

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
French Toast
. Assorted Donuts

Vegetable Beef Soup
Meatball Sub
Chicken Croquettes w /Gravy
Potato' Puffs
Mixed Vegetables

Beef Vegetable Soup
Beef Burgundy w(EgglNoodles
Fried Clam Roll
Onion Rings
Carrots & Green Beans

Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Sausages
Assorted Donuts

French Onion Soup
Shaved Roast 'Beef .on a Bulkie Roll
American Chop Suey
Home Fries
Broccoli

French Onion Soup
Fried Chicken
Super Bacon Burger
French Fries
Zuchini in Tomato
Cauliflower

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts

Soup du Jour
Chicken Nuggets w/Sauces
Spaghetti Casserole & Meatballs
French· Fries
Peas

Soup duJour
'Steak & Cheese Sub
Ham Steak w/Sliced Pineapple
. Scalloped Potatoes
Carrots & Green Be: ns

I

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes w/Bacon
Assorted Donuts
'.[oast/ b1:1tter /jelly

Clam Chowder
Meatloaf w/ Gravy
Cheese Dream w/Bacon
Mashed Potato
Zuchini & Tomato

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omlet
French Toast
Assorted Donuts

Corn Chowder
Taco w/ Lettuce, Tomato & Sauce
Chicken Pot P1e w /Biscuits
Mexican Corn

Corn Chowder
Yankee Pot Roast
Chicken Wing Dings
Baked Potato
Chinese Mixed Vegetables
Wax Beans

Assorted Cold Cereals
Fresh Fruit
Scri!mbled Eggs
Si:tusages
Assorted. Donuts
To~st/ butt_e~/ jelly

Minestrone Soup
Cheese Pizza
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Green Beans

Minestrone Soup
Roast Turkey w/Dressing &. Gravy
1/ilb. Hamburgs w/ Bacon
l\,iashed Potatoes
Cauliflower au Gratin
Italian Blend Vegetables

~

affair of the heart proves >t
~ unmanageable in terms of present sociallife. Di~ficult decisions:
ic: are in order. (Feb. 4-Feb. 18)--Those who desire your approval lf1t may be as annoying as they are helpful this week. Be patient!

G!fellT 500rT:

€Xl/Mt#A1ION...
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*
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at the Chapel
Wheaton College
Sattirday, March 7
7-8 pm tickets $8

I

Clam Chowder
Seafood Platter (Shrimp, Clams)
Lasagna w / Meatsauce
French Fries
Broccoli

Temporary Positions
We need motivated individuals for both full-time days and
part-time (7pm-12am or 4:30pm-9:30pm) temporary
employment. Positions available in our Raynham store.

• .$6.00-6.5 0 per hour
Apply in person to Jim Hutchinson or call 824-5851.
Grossman's, 500 South St. West, Raynham, MA.

An equal opportunity employer.

8

The Comment

Thursday. March 5, 1987

Announcements
A.A. Meetings starting again for
this semester. Meetings will be
held Mondays at 1 p.m. at the
Women's Center, 3rd floor Student Union. If this doesn't fit
with your schedule, leave word
for another meeting time-we
can have more than one meeting.
All are welcome!

Classified
CRUISE SHIP JOBSDomestic & Overseas Now
Hiring: Kitchen Help, Deck
Hands, Maids, and Gift
Shop Sales, Summer and
Career Opportunities. If
you're interested and need
more information, call (206)
736-2972, Ext. C 169.

DAY CAMP. CO UN SE-.
LORS: Experienced Natural History/_ Science
Teachers with creativity in
nature activities and crafts
to work with children ages 4
to grade 4-6. Send resume to
Camp Director, South
Shore Natural Science Center, P.O. Box 429, Norwell,
MA 02061.

CAMP COUNSELORS;
Teachers with interest/ background in early childhood needed for new 3 year
olds' program for 6 week
summer day camp. Send
resume to Camp Director,
South Shore Natural
Science Center, P .0. Box
429, Norwell, MA 0206 l.

This April get the beat-On April
We Need You!!--It's never too
4th, 5th, 1 Ith, 12th (from 9 am-5
late to capture the special times
pm) and April 15th (from 6-10
at BSC. Join the 1987 Visions
pm), Bridgewater State College
Yearbook staff. Our meetings
will be conducting a Basic Exerare held on Thursdays, at 11:00
cise & Aerobic Training (BEAT)
am, free hour, at the Yearbook
program. The cost for this 5-day
Office (next to the the
event is $65.00. If you would like
bookstore).
to know how to teach aerobic
dance, or if you are currently Annual Competition Opens For
teaching, but not certified, this Fulbright & other Grants for
Graduate Study Abroad-The
Yearbook Senior Profiles-The program is for you. Topics to be United States Information
1987 Yearbook, as a part of the covered include sports nutrition, Agency (USIA) and the Institute
many innovative changes, will be exercise physiology, anatomy, of International Education (IIE)
introducing senior profiles kinesiology, injury prevention today announced that the offithroughout the all-color senior and much more. This course is cial opening of the
1988-89 comsection. If you know any seniors designed to include information petition for grants
for graduate
from
ID
EA,
AFF
A
and
the
who are unique, different from
study or research abroad in acaAmerican
College
of
Sports
the rest, or have contributed to
demic fields and for professional
the college in some special way, Medicine. For more information training
in the creative and perplease
contact
the
Office
of
Conwe would like to hear about it.
forming
arts is scheduled for
Stop by the Yearbook Office, tinuing Education at 697-1259 or May
1,
1987.
It is expected that
{next to the bookstore) and fill Linda Marcoux (Department of approximately
690 awards to
out a nomination form, and we HPER) and David Englund over 70
countries
will be availahope to see their profile in the (Department of High School, ble for the 1988-89
academic
Middle School & Adult Educa1987 Visions Yearbook!
year.
tion) at 224-6905. All particiApplicants must be U.S. citipants must pass a written exam
and perform an aerobics exercise zens at the time. of application,
routine to receive a certificate. who will generally hold a bacheStudent Talent
CPR training is not required, lor's degree or its equivalent
Do you play an instrument? but it is strongly recommended. before the beginning date of the
Do you sing? Would you like a Volunteers are needed and will grant and, in most cases, will be
chance to perform on campus? be greatly appreciated.
proficient in the language of the
The Campus Center Program
host countcy. Except for certain
Committee would -like to offer
specific awards, candidates may.
you an opportunity to display Mobilization For Justice and ·not hold a Ph.D. at the time of
your talent to the college com- Peace in Central America &
application.
munity in a variety of programs Southern Africa--·March on
Application forms and further
sponsored by the Program Com- Washington, D.C.
information for students curmittee. If interested, pick up an Organizational meeting for rently enrolled in Bridgewater
tion from the informaSpring Ball
The Spring "Candlelight" Ball
will be held on May 6, 1987 at the
Park Plaza Hotel in Boston.
Watch the paper for more
details. It is co-sponsored by the
Classes of '88 and '89.

accepted for the rest of the

. _FOR SALK - SmithCorona manual typewriter~
$30. Call Donna at 6977167. Leave your name and
number if Pm not at home.

Advisor, Dr. Charles Nickerson,
(EXT. 2438) :who is located in
Tilly 312. The deadline for filing
applications on this campus is
mid-October.
1
- - - - - - -

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
to
The Planning Committee for
Heritage Day Weekend

A FEW SPARE HOURS?:
Receive/forward mail from
home! Uncle Sam works
hard-you pocket hundreds
·honestly! Details, send selfaddressed, stamped envelope. BEDUY A, Box 17145,
Tucson, AZ 85731.

SAVE $50.00: $300 TWA
Travel Voucher for sale f01
$250.00. Expires June 22
1987. Call after 5:30. 947
6565.

Washington, D.C. Transporta-

semester and can be returned to tion, costs to be discussed. Wed.
the information booth as well. March 4th at I p.m. Women's
Auditions will be held.
Center, 3rd floor, Student
Union.

Announcing A New NOW
Chapter-A new chapter of the
National Organization for
Women is forming in the Middleborough area. Our purpose is
to strive for equality in education, the workplace, the home,
and the legislative process. We
are recruiting men and women
who are both interested in active
participation and/ or financial
backing. For further details, call
946-0554 after 3:00 p.m.
Concert Ensemble
Musicians needed for Concert
Ensemble on Tuesday afternoons at 3:00 pm. All instruments are needed. For more
information contact Prof. Gannon in Library 333.
Spirit Week--Were you the type
of person who enjoyed "Spirit
Week" in high school? Do you
have many memories of Saturday football games? Were you
involved in activities that pro. moted pride and spirit at school?
Well why not continue that sense
of ·pride and spirit here . at
Bridgewater?
The Student Alumni Relations Committee is the undergraduate division of the
Bridgewater ·Alumni Association. Our purpose is to foster a
sense of pride and tradition
amorig the undergraduates of
our college. That means you!!!
So come and join us. We meet
r Monda ni ht at 6 .m. in
bury Rooms of the Campus Center. If you have any questions or
comments call Ellen or Jim in
the Alumni Office. We hope
you'll join us!. 697-1200, xl287.

CElEBRATE-- -----

SPRINC BREAK '87
1n

Ft. Lauderdale
~

Time: 3:30
Date: Thursday every week
Place: Hingham, Hanover, Duxbury Room
in the.Campus Center

at

on the beach

FT. lAUDERDALES PREMIFRE

CONCERT AND DANCE Q..LJB

10amto6pm POOLSIDE PAR.TIF.S
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·
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M.odeling as a career or·
part-time?
Find out how to get started.

Ca~I for an individual conSul-

.
Ph
h ta.
F as hion
otograp y t10n •262-4581
Television ~ Portfolios· Modehng Career Concepts
Make-u~ - Hairstyling 176 Newbury Street, Boston
The bu~1p.ess of I!]Od~ling.
·.

UYe D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOL1.EYBALL
10UANAMENT •FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS ,. FREE T•8HIRT RELAY8
THE Bl!LLYFLOP CONTEST •AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH •• 1 THI!
Wt!TTEST, WET T•SHIRr CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pm to 8 pm COUEGE HAPPY HOUR
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY '* FRIDAY, MARCH 20
FR.EE SPRING BREAK '87 T·SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
A~OVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O_;CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE 1.0.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER - $.75
. COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents.,/.

FOUND
2/ 18 Wed am in gym lot,
near tracks. Belt-to· identify and claim call 697-5174.

~***********~**********************""

: ·Students: T~ny•s Cantlna-

" · LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PlU9 ou..:
INTll!RNATIO.NALLY ~CLAIMED D.J .. SPINNING THE .BEST DANcl!
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGtiT MUSIC VIDEO.

~
*·* .·. ·
·. . .
.'
*~ 13U'Y
l>lzza••M()n.Tues.We d •. 11.llf) eaten there ~ ll
I
any-~ J>IZ"ZAS. tiet 1 CtflEIESIE r1J1EI:'
*
!
.
.
·
.
GOO~F~~"f.!.7~~!~~1GHTLY
1
tuna. h"m• & turkey.:·
f
<I
i* SANVWICl"f
· . Sl'IE~IAL:
()f
S~.(l(l
Jt
* IEVl:IJ,..l:>A,.. Sl'IECIAL: . .. .
~
I
~
. 13acvn C_he~seburaer ·~·.
*
*
.. cvleslaw~tirench
fries·
:
:
.
. . . ·. · .
I SPR.INC BREAK '8 7 I
39 Broad Street, Brid1ewater.
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r..:. CUP ANO ~llE-----"-:.._. __ :.;_;_·__ ..:_ ___ ..;. _

_: _________ CLIPANO SAVE-,

BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY·* FRIDAY, MARCH 201'

ONE FREE BAR DRINK;OR DRAFT.OR SOFT DRINK

1975 SAAB/MODEL 99-Very reliable. New exhaust.
New brake calipers~ Body
rusty. $50() or best offer.
Call 697-7021.

<.

W/ CUP

S()UP

Summers on t.,e Beach • 219 S. Atlantic Bl1a1d. • Ft. Lauderdale. Florida • (305) 462-8978
(Located 'h block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A 1 A>
1
1

I FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You muat be born on or before June 30, 1He
to legally purch•M elcohollc beveragea In Florid•~
·,

S3~C>f>
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